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The Planets

:

With superior conjunction with the Sun occurring on the l0th,. is is practically unobservable this month. On the I't. it rises
04.30, 40 minutes before dawn, and at the end of the month it sets at 18.00, only 20 minutes after the Sun. During the month it travels
over 50o S.E. Starting in Leo 2o N.W. of Regulus, Alpha Leonis, it enters Virgo mid month and ends it 3" )J.W. of Spica, Alpha Virginis.
Mid month it will be mag. -l .4, 4.9" diam. and elongation 4o E.
Venus : Continues to be a morning object (for the rest of the year). During the month it moves 35' S.E. Starting in Gemini some 9o S.
of Pollux, Alpha Geminorum , it crosses Cancer between the 5th. and the 25th., then enters Leo to end the month 3" N.W. of Regulus.
Mid month it will be mag.- 4.1, l7.8" diam., elong.44o W. and rising at 0l'30.
Mars ! Remains an early evening object, also for the rest of the year. During the month it travels 20" S.E. Starting in Virgo, it crosses

Mercury
at

intoLeoonthe6th.. Midmonth.itwill bemag.+l .2,5"diam.,, elong.52"E andsettingat19.40, l% hoursaftersunset.

Still a late evening / morning object, but getting better, by the end of the month rising at 20.20. During the month it moves
2o E. in Taurus starting 5" N.E. of Aldebaran, Alpha Tauri. Mid month it will be mag. -2.4, 41" diam. , elong. 96o W., and rising at21 .10.
Saturn ! A very early evening object, travelling 3o E. in Virgo, approaching conjunction with the Sun on October 25tl'. At the start of
the month it sets at 20.15, I % hours after sunset, but by the end at 18.30, only % hours after the Sun..
Mid month it will be mag. +0.8, disc diam. 15.8", rings 35.7" (inclined at 14.8'), elong. 35o E. and setting at 19.30.
Titan, mag.8.6 and elong. 160". Greatest E. elong. on Sept. 6 &22; greatest W. elong. on Sept 14 &30.
Uranus : Now well placed for observation, with opposition coming up on the 29th.,when it will be above the horizon all night.
In southern Pisces on the border with Cetus, it moves 1.2' S.W. during the month, ending it a few arc minutes S.W. of the mag. 5.8 star
44Pisciumand2"N.ofthemag.6.2starl0Ceti.. AtoppositionitwillbeatR.A.0h.25m.,Dec.*1o55', mag.5.7,3.7" diam.anddue
o
South at midnight at an altitude of 4l
Neptune : Also well placed, following opposition on August 24th', though further South than Uranus. Arr evening object in western
Aquarius, travelling S.W. %o during the month towards Capricornus. At the start of the month it will lie lTzo N.N.W. of the mag. 5.3 star
42 Aqr. and at the endt/2" S.E. of mag. 5.5 star 38 Aqr' '
Midmonthitwill bemag.7.8, 2.'3"diam., elong. ll5oE, and settingat 03.30.

Jupiter :

Meteors
Piscids 3 September - October.

There are two maxima this month. The first is around Sept.8th., with its radiant at R.A. 00h. 36m.,
Culmination at21.00, altitude 2l'. Zenith Hourly Rate 10. Moon not too favourable, L.Q., rising at
Delta
Piscium.
Dec.+07o, 3" S.W. of
on September 20tr'.with its radiant at R.A. 00h.24m., Dec. 00o. l0' S.W. of Delta Pisc. Z.H.R. 5.
maximum
occurs
The
second
22.15.
Moon more favourable, 2 days before F.Q., setting at 20.15..

Double Stars in Cysnus
Albireo (Beta Cygni 6 ) : An outstanding pair of stars 380 L.Y. from us.

The brighter at mag. 3.1 is yellow and its 5.1 mag.
companion 34" away at position angle 54o is blue. Albireo is the southernmost of the 6 stars forming the Swan and is usually depicted as
the head or eye of the bird, altematively it is the base of the 'Northern Cross'. Easily seen in binoculars or a small telescope.
R.A. l9h. 30.7m., Dec. +27" 58'.
double - ie. a line-of-sight effect, not a true binary. The primary A,750 L.Y. from us, is
mag.2.2 and the secondary B is 4l" away at P.A. I96'with a mag. of 9.9. To complicate the scene, B is itself a true binary with a mag.
10.9 companion C only 1.8" away at P.A. 302' Sadr lies l5'N.E. of Albireo and forms the centre of the body of the Swan between the
R.A.20h. 22.2m., Dec. +40o l5'.
wings. A 75mm. telescope is needed to see B and at least a l00mm. instrument to split B and C.
Delta Cygni (18) : A triple lying 160 L.Y. away. A is mag. 2.9 and B at mag.6.3 is separated2.3" ffonr it atP.A.233". C is mag.
11.9, 65- from A at P.A. 66'. Delta is 8" N.W. of Sadr and forms the western wing of the Swan. Similar optical aid required as for Sadr.
R.A. 19h.45m., Dec. +45" 08'.

Sadr (Gamma Cygni 37 ) : An optical

61 Cygni : A multiple star system with at least 6 known components, I 1 L.Y. from us. However its chief claim to fame is that it was the
fte first star to have its distance measured, by Johann Bessel at Konigsberg Observatory in 1838. He used the parallax method, whereby
he measured the tiny apparent shift in position ofthe star against a distant stellar background from each end ofthe earth's orbit. In this
case the

or I l.l

- equivalent to an old penny at a distance of 5 miles ! This parallax gives a distance of 3.4 .parsecs,
One parsec is the distance resulting from a parallax of I arc second, and I pc. equals 3.26 L.Y. 6l Cyg. is the l2th.nearest

parallax was 0.3 arc seconds

L.Y.

startous.TheprimaryAismag.5.2,29"ftom6.0mag.B, P.A. 146o. Cismag.9.8,separation306",P.A. 195". Dismag.8.6,sep.304",
P.A.282 E is mag.8.l, sep. 306", P.A. 12" Aa is mag. 10.5, sep. l40" and P.A. 3l'. You could call it a mini cluster.
To find 6l Cyg.,st; from i" *ug. Deneb, Alpha Cyg. (50) and go 4o S.E. to 4s. mag. Upsilon (58) Cyg. Continue in the same direction
R.A.21h.07m.. Dec. +38" 45'.
another 3o to 6 l.
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